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 There are no sign-up fees, and you can cancel anytime. Hotspot Shield has been a reliable VPN service for more than a decade,
and we have a proven track record to make it a great choice for those interested in protecting their privacy and an open Internet.
The best VPN services on the market all offer a secure connection, but Hotspot Shield VPN adds lots of extras. One of its best
features is the app's parental controls. It allows you to block or limit the websites that your children can view online. Other nice
features include: Unblocks Netflix Works with Netflix Unblocks Hulu Unblocks HBO Go Protected Wi-Fi hotspots A VPN for
every device Surf the Web Anonymously VPN for Mobile Devices VPN for Mac Video Tutorials and User Reviews Best VPN
Service for Netflix It is one of the most popular streaming services on the Internet, and Hotspot Shield VPN provides a safe and
reliable place to access Netflix. Since Netflix isn't available in some countries, users have had to download and use a VPN to be
able to use this service. But since many VPN providers allow Netflix, the extra step is no longer necessary. Best VPN for Hulu
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Since Hulu is a paid service, many people want to be able to access it without paying for premium TV channels. Hotspot Shield
provides an easy way to do this with its Hulu support. You can use your Hulu account to access it in a VPN enabled hotspot.

Best VPN for HBO Go HBO Go is a premium service that's only available through cable or satellite TV. Users can only view it
through cable or satellite TV, and then it must be authenticated to access it. Hotspot Shield allows you to watch HBO Go using a

VPN. Best VPN for Kids Kids can often be curious about what's on the Internet, and parents don't always want them to have
access to some things. Hotspot Shield offers parental controls, so you can set content limits for children, and then set them to

only work on VPN enabled hotspots. It also includes a built-in DNS server to prevent them from accessing geo-restricted
websites. Best VPN for Surfing the Web Anonymously Sometimes, you want to browse the web without giving up any personal

information. Hotspot Shield has a built-in DNS server, so it will always route you to the appropriate website. It will also
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